HabEx Architecture A is a 4m unobscured telescope mission concept optimized for direct imaging and spectroscopy of potentially habitable exoplanets, and also enables a wide range of general astrophysics science. The exoplanet detection and characterization drives the enabling core technologies. A hybrid starlight suppression approach of a starshade and coronagraph diversifies technology maturation risk. In this paper we assess these exoplanet-driven technologies, including elements of coronagraphs, starshades, mirrors, jitter mitigation, wavefront control, and detectors. By utilizing high technology readiness solutions where feasible, and identifying required technology development that can begin early, HabEx will be well positioned for assessment by the community in 2020 Astrophysics Decadal Survey.
Observatory science could be enhanced by extending the ultraviolet (UV) wavelength down to 100 nm if a compatible mirror coating is available. If such a coating is available, then delta-doped charge-coupled devices (CCDs) capable of operating in the ultraviolet could simplify UV instrument designs. If these technologies mature in time to be included, they would be worthwhile additions to the mission performance. 
Large Mirror Coating
Mirror coating with high spatial uniformity over the visible spectrum
• IUE, HST, and GALEX used MgF2 on Al to obtain >70% reflectivity from 115 nm to 2,500 nm • Reflectance non-uniformity <0.5% of protected Ag on 2. 
TECHNOLOGY CHALLENGES FOR THE 4 METER ARCHITECTURE
The primary HabEx technology challenge is starshade petal deployment position accuracy because maturation beyond S5 may be required. HabEx will advance to TRL 4 through the S5 task, but a larger test unit would be needed to bring HabEx to TRL 5. HabEx would leverage the S5 technology development activity and modify the S5 plan for a larger structure. HabEx is also assessing reducing the size of the baseline starshade. If the starshade can be reduced significantly without loss to science, then this one remaining technology gap may be completed to TRL 5 through the S5 effort.
Starshade Petal Deployment Position Accuracy
The starshade must have the ability to stow, launch, and deploy the petals and inner disk to within the deployment tolerances budgeted to meet the shape, and ultimately, the contrast requirements. The optical shields within both the petals and the inner disk must fully deploy intact with no damage.
For the S5 activity a half-scale flight-like structure will be built to demonstrate deployment tolerances. In April 2018, the Starshade Mechanical Architecture Trade Review evaluated NGAS deployment architecture and the wrapped (JPL) deployment architecture, which met design requirements with generous margin. The JPL wrapped petal design is the HabEx baseline architecture and allows for co-launch of the starshade and telescope in a single SLS Block 1B fairing. HabEx is currently studying alternative starshade designs of smaller diameter which could allow the S5 development plan to bring petal deployment position accuracy for HabEx to TRL 5.
TECHNOLOGIES APPROACHING TRL 5
A number of key technologies needed for HabEx are currently at TRL 4 (large optics, mirror coatings, and coronagraph architecture) or are expected to be at TRL 4 by the release of the HabEx final report (low order wavefront sensing and control [LOWFS] , starshade petal and starshade modeling). For most of these technologies, advancement to TRL 5 is expected by the end of FY2022. The exceptions are large mirror and mirror coating technology gaps, which are slowed from advancing to TRL 5 by the need for a prototype mirror. Development of a 4-meter mirror and construction of a suitable coating chamber will cost more than $50M, which is a significant commitment toward the large monolithic telescope architecture and likely to occur only with prioritization of a monolithic concept by the Decadal Survey.
This section discusses these approaching technologies, their current performance and their paths forward to TRL 5.
Starshade Petal Shape and Stability
The starshade must be able to deploy petals to the proper shape as well as maintain the shape during any given observation. The shape stability is dependent on the orientation of the starshade with respect to the Sun given the variation of temperatures across the passively temperature controlled structure.
This technology will require a half-scale, 8 meter, petal structure to bring it up to TRL 5. S5 is planning to build an 4m long petal with the width of a 8 m petal as part of its TRL 5 demonstration. This demonstration will also apply to HabEx as a half scale test article. As such, HabEx petal technology will advance with the S5 technology task. In the current S5 plan, the petal will reach TRL 4 in 2019 and TRL5 in 2022.
Large Aperture Monolithic Primary Mirror
HabEx selected a 4-m monolithic mirror design that is TRL 4. Two critical choices enable the design: the Space Launch System (SLS) allows for generous mirror mass so that SOA mirror lightweighting is sufficient, and replacing reaction wheels with microthrusters for pointing control during observations reduces jitter disturbances sufficiently to allow the use of an open-back Zerodur® design. In assessing the TRL of a large aperture monolith mirror, we consider the material, thermal stability, mechanical stability, and manufacturability. The mechanical stability required by using microthrusters is a ~60Hz first mode. Multiple designs are low mass and have first mode >60 Hz. Schott published a 4 m open-back point design that has a ~80 Hz first mode and a 718 kg mass (Hull et al. 2013 .
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The Kepler 1.4 m primary mirror has a protected silver coating generated using ion assisted deposition with a moving source, resulting in a thickness uniformity of about 30 nm peak-to-valley with about 2.5% reflectivity variation (Sheikh, Connell, and Dummer 2008) . Better uniformity has been achieved on JWST. The JWST gold mirrors showed <10 nm peak-to-valley thickness non-uniformity with <0.5% reflectance non-uniformity in the infrared (IR) among its 18 hexagonal segments (Lightsey et al. 2012 ).
In 2004, Kodak (now Harris Corp, Rochester) demonstrated reflectivity variability of less than 0.5% for a high reflectivity protected silver coating over a 2.5 m diameter optic as part of the Terrestrial Planet Finder Technology Demonstration Mirror project (Cohen and Hull 2004 ).
These historical examples of large space mirrors with highly uniform protected metal coatings are subscale manufacturing demonstrations for a future 4 m HabEx mirror with an HST-like Al+MgF2 coating.
Far-UV Enhanced Coatings
Extending the coating performance down to ~100 nm in the far-UV (FUV) requires technology development. At present, some of the coatings capable of this spectral range are at ~TRL 3. Significant research and development (R&D) work is underway at JPL and Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) to accomplish FUV spectral coverage combined with long-term stability (Fleming et al 2017) . Some of the more promising candidates are new lithium-fluoride evaporation techniques and adding a second thin coating layer of aluminum-fluoride to protect the lithium-fluoride layer. Work at GSFC has explored evaporation of LiF at elevated substrate temperatures, which has been shown to improve performance and environmental stability over legacy LiF coatings such as those used on the FUSE mission. Although improved, these coatings still exhibit degradation of reflectance in moderate humidity storage conditions. This has motivated JPL research into a stacked approach where the GSFC LiF coating is itself protected by a second layer of AlF 3 .
Early lifetime stability tests of the Al+LiF+AlF 3 are encouraging. Samples have been tested for reflectivity changes over a 3-year period. The samples were stored in normal laboratory conditions with relative humidity ranging from 20 to 50% at nominally 68°F. Measured performance is shown in Figure 4 Extending the spectral range of the HabEx telescope optics down to 100 nm is not in the current baseline design due to the technological maturation needed. Should continued investment in this technology result in a demonstrably stable coating able to meet uniformity requirements, then a future HabEx mission could elect to use such a coating in place of the current baseline HST-like coating.
Coronagraph Architecture
Tremendous progress in coronagraph performance has been made over the last decade. Through the efforts on the WFIRST technology demonstration coronagraph and several strategic technology investments by the NASA Exoplanet 
VVC and HLC Architectures
The current HabEx design uses the VVC as the baseline design and the HLC as a backup option. The block diagram in Figure 5 identifies the major coronagraph elements common to both the VVC and the HLC: a fast steering mirror (FSM) to control pointing and mitigate jitter; two 64×64 deformable mirrors (DMs) to correct wavefront error (WFE); and a LOWFS to detect WFE. These architectures have nearly the same optical layout so they are of similar size and footprint, and could be exchanged even in a fairly advanced design with minimal impact, adding flexibility to any future mission development. The vortex coronagraph uses a focal-plane phase mask (Figure 6 ) to redirect the on-axis starlight to the outside of a subsequent pupil image, where it is blocked. The vortex phase pattern consists of an azimuthal phase ramp that reaches an even multiple of 2π radians in one circuit about the center of the mask. The very center of the vortex mask is usually covered by a small opaque spot, to mask defects near the phase pattern's central singularity where the desired spatial orientation gradient is too large.
The HLC mask uses a partially opaque spot to block the majority of the target star light and an overlaid phase modulation pattern provided by an optimized dielectric layer. The HLC design includes optimized DM shapes that help make the coronagraph achromatic and mitigate sensitivity to low-order aberrations. In the HabEx evaluation, both the VVC and the HLC masks are slightly tilted and their central obscurations are reflective, sending incident starlight into the coronagraph's fine guidance sensor (FGS) and LOWFS.
State of the Art
The HLC has demonstrated the deepest starlight suppression to date (6×10 -10 over 10% bandwidth from 3 to 16 λ/D) and is one of the two baseline coronagraphs of the WFIRST CGI (Trauger et al. 2015) . While this is close to the HabEx requirement (1×10 -10 contrast over a 20% bandwidth with an inner working angle at 2.4 λ/D), there is still work needed. In the first vortex-related Technology Demonstration for Exoplanet Mission (TDEM), carried out in the original highcontrast imaging testbed (HCIT) chamber, monochromatic contrasts of 5×10 -10 were demonstrated (Serabyn et al. 2013) for dark holes extending both from 3 to 8 λ/D, and from 2 to 7 λ/D (Figure 7) , demonstrating very good performance all the way into 2 λ/D (Figure 8 ). Since then, the goal has shifted to broadband performance. For broadband testing under a second TDEM, a new HCIT at JPL is being used. As a result, both the chamber and the vortices are being improved in tandem. Even so, contrasts for 10% bandwidths quickly reached the level of a few 10 -8 of total leakage, which currently is dominated by a fairly uniform incoherent background, with the coherent contribution being a little above the 10 -9 level. These tests resumed in May 2018.
Maturing the Technology
The HabEx coronagraph architecture follows the same development path as the one successfully completed by the WFIRST CGI (CGI testbed shown in Figure 9 ). First, the coronagraph undergoes a narrow-band static contrast test, then a broadband static test, and finally a broadband dynamic test. All testing will be carried out in the NASA HCIT. Both the VVC and the HLC will undergo the full development testing process. This approach provides alternatives should one of the coronagraphs not clear a development test.
The initial narrow-band test is necessary to demonstrate that each coronagraph is capable of reaching the required 10 -10 raw contrast level. While the contrast level is more demanding than WFIRST, HabEx benefits from an aperture without obscurations. Coronagraph optics should be in a flight-like layout and include two 64×64 DMs. The testing should be carried out at about 500 nm, under vacuum, in a static environment. The test should be repeated with DM resets between each test to demonstrate consistency of performance.
The broadband test demonstrates that the coronagraphs can operate without significant chromatic problems. The test is conducted with a 20% band centered at 500 nm, in a static environment. To address chromatic issues, wavefront control is required. A control loop between the imaging detector and the DMs must be added at this point in the development. Data from the test can be used for post-processing algorithm development and optimizing wavefront control algorithms.
Finally, the HabEx coronagraphs must demonstrate broadband contrast under flight-like environmental conditions. To achieve this, an FSM and a LOWFS system are added to the testbed. LOWFS control loops correct for drift and jitter using the FSM and the DMs. Again, the test is conducted in a 20% band centered at 500 nm and is repeated several times to demonstrate the consistency of the results. Once successfully completed, the coronagraphs will be at TRL 5.
One last note: the HabEx coronagraph is significantly larger than the WFIRST CGI, so an evaluation of the HCIT facilities must be conducted ahead of this technology development effort. Some facility upgrades may be necessary to complete the HabEx coronagraph testing program.
LOWFS and Control
The coronagraph LOWFS uses the rejected starlight from the coronagraph to sense the low order WFE, which includes line of sight (LOS) pointing error and thermal-induced low order wavefront drift. The LOWFS module consists of four elements fed by light reflecting off the coronagraph mask for both the HLC and the VVC.
The LOWFS sensor is a Zernike wavefront sensor (ZWFS) similar to the WFIRST CGI's LOWFS. The ZWFS is based on the Zernike phase contrasting principle where a small (~1-2 λ/D) phase dimple with phase difference of ~λ/2 is placed at center of the rejected starlight point spread function (PSF). The modulated PSF light is then collimated and forms a pupil image at the LOWFS camera. The interferences between the light passing inside and outside the phase dimple convert the wavefront phase error into the measurable intensity variations in the pupil image on the LOWFS camera. The spatial sampling of the pupil image on the LOWFS camera depends on the spatial frequency of WFE to be sensed. There is a design trade between number of sensed modes, photons per pixel, and the LOWFS camera frame rate.
To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, the LOWFS uses broadband (>20%) light. The LOWFS camera is running at high temporal frequency (~1 KHz frame rate) in order to sense the fast LOS jitter.
The LOWFS-sensed tip-tilt errors are used to control the FSM for LOS disturbances correction. Similar to WFIRST CGI, the FSM LOS control loops contain a feedback loop to correct the telescope's LOS drift and a feedforward loop to suppress LOS jitter. The LOWFS sensed low order wavefront errors beyond tip-tilt will be corrected using one of the DMs.
ZWFS-based LOWFS has been developed, designed, and testbed demonstrated for WFIRST CGI at JPL's LOWFS testbed and occulting mask coronagraph (OMC) dynamic testbed, which has two coronagraph modes: hybrid Lyot coronagraph and shaped pupil coronagraph (SPC). Testbed results have shown that ZWFS is very sensitive, capable of sensing LOS less than 0.2 milliarcsec and low-order WFE as small as 12 picometer (rms). Recent OMC dynamic test results have demonstrated that with LOWFS FSM and DM control loops closed both HLC and SPC are able to maintain their contrasts to better that 10 -8 with the presence of WFIRST-like LoS variations (~14 mas drift and ~2 mas jitter) and slow varying low order WFE disturbances (~1 nm rms at ~1 mHz) (Shi et al. 2017) . Although HabEx's LOWFS architecture is traceable to that of the WFIRST CGI, this LOWFS technology will have to be demonstrated in conjunction with the HabEx nominal VVC.
Deformable Mirrors
The baseline DMs are 64-actuator by 64-actuator by Boston Micromachines Corporation (BMC). The DMs are microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) made using semiconductor device fabrication technologies. The DM has a continuous facesheet for the surface of the mirror; the actuators pull on the back of the mirror using capacitance with an electrode in the back plane. The 4,096-actuator DM has been used in ground based coronagraphy on the Gemini Planet Imager (Macintosh et al. 2014 ). The 4,096 DM has a 3.5 μm stroke and 400 μm pitch.
The current BMC DMs are undergoing modifications to improve performance. Recent advances have reduced facesheet quilting to 3.3 nm rms. Facesheet scalloping is also being reduced by using a lower operating voltage. The best flattened WFE achieved in air to date is measured at about 6 nm rms. Additionally, the fabrication process of the DM has difficulty achieving 100% actuator yield. These challenges are currently being improved through a NASA Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program.
BMC DMs have proven useful for ground-based coronagraph instruments and have flown suborbital in a sounding rocket. Additional use of the BMC DMs is underway in more ground-based instruments, a high precision testbed, and in space on a CubeSat (Table 3) .
A TDEM is currently underway to put 16 BMC DMs through environmental testing with pre-test and post-test performance characterization (Bierden 2013) . Environmental testing of the BMC DMs as part of the TDEM is scheduled for 2018. The deepest raw contrast achieved by a coronagraph using the BMC DM was 2×10 -7 over 2-11 λ/D at 650 nm central wavelength and 10% bandwidth in the EXCEDE proposal testbed (Sirbu et al. 2016) . Further coronagraph testing with BMC DMs will be carried out in the ExEP Decadal Survey Testbed starting this year. Should the new coronagraph tests achieve a 1×10 -10 raw contrast under simulated environmental disturbances then the coronagraph and the BMC DMs will be at TRL 5. 
Starshade Edge Scatter Suppression
The primary goal of the starshade optical edges is to provide the correct apodization function needed to suppress starlight to levels suitable for exoplanet direct imaging. To do this, light emanating from other sources-principally petal edge-scattered sunlight-must be addressed since this scattered light can significantly degrade image contrast. The intensity of this scattered light must be limited to below the exozodiacal background.
Light scatter is driven by both the area and reflectivity of the scattering surface. As such, to mitigate edge-scatter, the starshade optical edges must have a sharp, beveled edge, and a surface with low reflectivity. Achieving these two edge characteristics has been the focus of edge-scatter technology work since 2015.
To resolve this technology gap, two parallel development efforts were initiated: a JPL effort focused heavily on creating sharp edges, and a Northrop Grumman Aerospace Systems (NGAS) effort centered on low reflectance. In 2015, JPL funded an effort to produce prototype optical edges. These edges were constructed using thin strips of amorphous metal as the absence of material grain structure allows for extremely sharp edges. Chemical etching techniques were used to manufacture the edges as it provides a means to produce the necessary beveled edge and can be implemented on meterscale edge segments with micron-level in-plane tolerances. Multiple coupon samples were constructed and their geometry characterized using scanning electron microscope (SEM) images (Figure 10) . A terminal radius of <0.5 μm was achieved with low levels of variability across each coupon. The solar glint performance of these coupons was also established using a custom scattered-light testbed; measurements indicate that the scattered flux is dimmer than the predicted intensity of the background zodiacal light over a broad range of sun angles. Further improvements to this performance can be achieved through the addition of low-reflectivity coatings on the optical edge-an area currently in development. While suitable solar glint performance was demonstrated at the coupon level, meter-scale development is still underway. Demonstration at the edge segment level-and accordingly, achievement of TRL-5-is expected by FY2020 through the S5 task (Ziemer 2018 ).
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Following closure of the sensing gap, formation control will be demonstrated in simulation using a noise model for the lateral sensor. The noise model will have been verified during the earlier formation sensing work. The control simulation will include realistic thruster dynamics that require thrust allocation, thruster minimum impulse, and errors in attitude knowledge of the starshade. The dynamics will use a representative maximum gravity gradient and the control will be done with an optimal circular deadbanding algorithm, including representative drift times between thruster firings. In addition, an estimator combining the lateral sensor and radio frequency (RF) ranging measurements will be developed. Realistic actuator misalignments and mass property uncertainties will also be included. Work will be completed, and the HabEx formation flying technology will be at TRL 5 by the end of calendar 2018 (Ziemer 2018).
Microthrusters
Colloidal microthrusters (CMTs) provide low-noise, precise thrust and drag-free operation of spacecraft against disturbances-mainly solar pressure-for ultra-fine pointing and telescope stability control. Busek Co., Inc. has worked with JPL to provide two clusters of 4 CMTs (Figure 14) for the NASA Space Technology 7 Disturbance Reduction System (ST7-DRS) mission in 2008. ST7-DRS was launched on board the European Space Agency's (ESA's) LISA Pathfinder (LPF) Spacecraft in December 2016, and accumulated over 100 days of operation on orbit. The LPF CTMs were single string designs, intended for only 90 days of operation. Each thruster emits a finely controlled electrospray (electrostatically accelerated charged droplets) using an ionic liquid propellant, producing between 5-30 µN of thrust with 100 nN resolution All eight thrusters demonstrated full thrust range and controllability after 8 years of ground storage. As a system, thrust noise has been measured using ESA's inertial sensor on the LISA Technology Package (LTP) at levels ≤0.1 µN/√Hz (average per thruster. NASA's Physics of the Cosmos (PCOS) Program is currently developing the colloidal microthruster technology as a potential contribution to the ESA-led LISA mission. During the next three years, the CMTs will be redesigned to be fully redundant with sufficient capacity to support a 12-year mission. Minor changes over the ST7's TRL 7 design are expected to be needed to meet lifetime and redundancy requirements; the redesigned thrusters are expected to reach TRL 6 at the end of the PCOS technology program. For HabEx, the reliability and lifetime technology development activities for LISA would provide a strong basis for CMT use. Studies are currently ongoing to determine thrust range requirements and propellant-minimizing thruster configurations for HabEx.
HabEx is also continuing to consider the Gaia cold-gas microthrusters as an alternative. The Gaia thrusters will have been operational at L2 for 5 years when the HabEx final report is delivered so they will have reached the HabEx baseline lifetime requirement. However, their specific impulse is lower than the CTMs so more fuel would be required. While HabEx is baselining the CTMs for the interim report, the final decision on microthrusters will come after the report release.
Laser Metrology
A laser metrology truss provides the sensing end of a Laser Metrology Subsystem (MET) rigid body control loop for the HabEx telescope optics. Using rigid body actuators on the secondary and tertiary mirrors, MET actively maintains alignment of the front-end optics, removing the primary source of telescope wavefront drift. This breakthrough technology operates at high bandwidth and can maintain control throughout all phases of the mission, effectively creating a near perfect, infinitely stiff, telescope truss.
The backbone of MET is the laser metrology gauge which monitors any changes in the distance to a retroreflector. Each planar lightwave circuit (PLC) beam launcher, or gauge, requires a stable laser source and a phase meter to operate. Each of these components are at TRL 6 or higher.
The laser source for MET at JPL has historically been a Nd:YAG non-planar ring oscillator (NPRO). A similar, TRL 9, Nd:YAG ring laser has flown on LISA Pathfinder for the laser metrology system monitoring the test masses (Voland et al. 2017 ). Since laser metrology operates as a heterodyne system, a thermally stabilized PLC beam launcher (Figure 15) is sufficient for the purposes of HabEx.
The phase meter monitors the heterodyne measurement signal and compares it to the reference signal. Changes in the phase between the two signals are directly related to the change in the distance between the PLC beam launcher and the retroreflector. The LISA Pathfinder phase meter is an example of a suitable phase meter that is at TRL 9. The final component of the MET system is the beam launcher. For HabEx, the beam launcher is the beam splitting/combining system that must be mounted to the telescope optics and therefore must be small and of similar construction. The PLC beam launcher evolved from the large, external metrology beam launchers developed for the Space Interferometry Mission and has been refined into a very compact, stable component. Continued development at JPL beyond the cancellation of the Space Interferometry Mission (SIM) in 2010 has brought these beam launchers up to TRL 6.
Detectors
HabEx can achieve its primary exoplanet scientific objectives with detectors that operate within the 300-1,000 nm spectral range. High performance in this range can be achieved using existing silicon-based detectors (e.g., CCDs and CMOS, arrays) with high TRL. Extending the spectral range at both ends enables a greater return for the exoplanet science and is required to meet general astrophysics and solar system science. This extended spectral coverage necessitates a closer look at existing detector capabilities in the UV down to 115 nm and in the NIR out to about 1,800 nm.
This section introduces detector candidates that have been selected by careful examination of the performance and latest status of the available technologies. The principles of operation for these detectors are briefly described and information is provided on the performance of their major relevant parameters, TRL status, and the path of further development.
Delta-Doped Visible EMCCDs
Electron multiplying charge-coupled devices are otherwise conventional CCDs that possess high S/N by the virtue of having an additional serial register. This so-called 'gain' register produces gain via avalanche multiplication in a stochastic process. Gains of greater than 1,000 can be achieved and photon counting can be performed. The Teledyne e2v's CCD 201, which has been baselined for the WFIRST coronagraph, has also been optimized for high efficiency and high stability in the 400-1,000 nm range using delta doping processes.
Extensive radiation testing for WFIRST has been carried out as part of the WFIRST CGI technology development program. The CCD201 is currently at TRL 5 for WFIRST, which has a nearly identical environment as HabEx (Harding et al. 2015) .. Recent simulations informed by these results show that, although traps are formed in the radiation environment, the EMCCD still meets the WFIRST requirements. WFIRST CGI is incorporating an industry standard overspill drain to mitigate cosmic rays, as well as narrower pixel channels to help maintain Charge Transfer Efficiency in the presence of traps (Harding 2018 Saphira has demonstrated read noise as low as 0.26 electrons rms and single photon imaging with avalanche gains of up to 500. An avalanche gain of 5 can be achieved with dark current of less than 0.002 electrons per second per pixel. This dark current translates into nearly a factor of five improvement in S/N for signals of the order of 100 photons, or a factor of 25 improvement in observation time. The Saphira detectors have been assessed at TRL 5, which means they have been tested in a relevant environment. There is a current ESA program to assess radiation (gamma and proton) resilience and, to date, there has been no change in the detector performance after exposures of 50 krads of gamma radiation. Two devices were exposed to total ionizing doses of ~30 and 50 krads (simulating long term exposure): no significant degradation of the performance was observed during or after the exposure. Four devices were exposed to proton irradiation, two at 100 K and two at ambient temperature: no variation in the avalanche process was observed in the intermediate measurements, and additionally there was no long term degradation of the dark current (measured after a few weeks at room temperature).
Currently, there is a NASA program funding development of a custom MOVPE design for low-background/high-gain imaging aimed at extending the gain and reducing dark current of the Saphira detectors even further.
UV Microchannel Plate Detectors
Microchannel plates (MCPs) have been the workhorse of ultraviolet instruments for several decades. They are image tube-based detector technologies in which a photocathode material is used to absorb photons in the desired spectral range, creating electrons that are accelerated in vacuum and multiplied in the tube. The gain achieved in this fashion and the low background noise renders MCPs highly applicable in photon-counting applications. The charge packet exiting the MCP tubes is detected through various readout schemes depending on the application.
Microchannel plate detectors have flown on UV astronomical missions (FUSE, GALEX, HST-COS). More recent MCP detector developments include atomic layer deposition (ALD) on borosilicate microcapillary arrays. An ALD MCP detector has flown on the LITES ISS instrument (Siegmund et al. 2017 ).
Continued development of UV MCP detectors will improve performance and packaging in the coming years. In 2012, a NASA Strategic Astrophysics Technology (SAT) grant was awarded to raise the TRL of a 50 mm square cross-strip MCP detector from 4 to 6. The team was also funded in 2016 with a follow-on SAT to scale this detector to a flight qualified 100×100 mm format (Vallerga et al. 2016 ). Even larger formats (200×200 mm) are also being developed. MCP detectors currently baselined for HabEx are TRL 5.
Delta-Doped UV EMCCDs
Delta-doped UV EMCCDs offer an alternative to current MCPs in the 100-300 nm wavelength range. High efficiency (>60% quantum efficiency) in the 100-400 nm range has also been demonstrated on EMCCDs. JPL has been working closely with e2v to develop the end-to-end processing for CCD 201 and has focused on the high efficiency and photoncounting performance of the detector. A delta-doped EMCCD with coatings to optimize the performance at 205 nm has been delivered to FIREBall, a balloon-based UV experiment, which is expected to launch this year. Another EMCCD that is optimized for 120-150 nm range is baselined on the sounding rocket SHIELDS, which is expected to fly in early 2019 advancing to TRL 6.
The delta-doping utilizes JPL's low temperature (<450°C) molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth process to inject dopant atoms in a highly localized layer. "Delta-doping creates very high electric fields near the surface that drive photogenerated charge away from the back surface and suppress the generation of excess dark current from the exposed silicon surface" (Hoenk et al. 2009 ).
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